The Art of Letters

Mr. Pepys was a Puritan. Froude once painted a portrait of Bunyan as an old Cavalier. He
almost persuaded one that it was true till the later discovery of Bunyanâ€™s name on the
muster-roll of one of Cromwellâ€™s regiments showed that he had been a Puritan from the
beginning.
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Three years ago, novelist Jon McGregor invited strangers to send him a letter in the post.
Scribbled notes and love letters are still landing on the. In the digital age, it's easy to forget the
joy of writing letters. Old fashioned mailis fun and a wonderful way to stay in touch, so why
not do it?.
THE ART OF THE LETTER is a retrospective of the artistry and craftsmanship of Doyald
Young, a master graphic designer. Over a five-decade career, Young.
Writer Claire Gibson joins us today for a Q & A with a local stationery designer who has a
few things to say about the art of letter writing. Claire: It's that time of. TO J.C. SQUIRE. My
Dear Jack,. You were godfather to a good many of the chapters in this book when they first
appeared in the London Mercury, the New. Will the older generation be the last to write
letters? Missives that carry emotions rather than emoticons?. Nowadays we rarely pick up a
pen and paper to communicate with one another, but it might not be wise for us to trade this
long-standing. A letter should be regarded not merely as a medium for the communication of
intelligence, but also as a work of art. . Alex Carter and Zoe Ballard are two teenagers from
San Diego who start writing letters to each other as part of a school assignment. At first, the
letters are the.
Although an effective and personal means of communication, letter writing is in Writing
Letters: A Lost Art, Or A Pastime Worth Preserving?.
How to write letters, the lost art of epistolary expression Nearly all the writing of most persons
is in the form of letters; and yet in many of our. Letter writing is truly a lost art - a vintage
skill, if you will. The flow of a pen gracefully etching out your thoughts to someone let's bring
it back!. A few determined people are doing their best to keep letters arriving in U.S.
mailboxes. One Michigan woman writes up to 60 letters a week. To the Letter: A Journey
Through a Vanishing World, by Simon Garfield, Canongate, RRP?, pages. Letters of Note:
Correspondence. Call it technology in reverse: Thousands of people are lining up online to
have messages they could send in an instant delivered far more.
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